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GK Per (Nova Per 1901/A 0327+43) is an intermediate polar with Porb = 1:99 days(Crampton et al., 1986) and Pspin = 351 se (Watson et al., 1985). Flutuations by about1 mag appeared after the nova explosion. Later, they developed into infrequent 2{3 magoutbursts (e.g. Hude, 1981; Sabbadin & Bianhini, 1983) whih were aompanied bybrightenings in X-rays (e.g. King et al., 1979). The model for the thermal instability ofthe disk was able to reprodue the basi features of the outbursts although some problemsremained (Kim et al., 1992). Dramati variations of the energetis of the outbursts andthe reurrene times ourred during the last �ve deades (�Simon, 2002). Nowadays, theoutbursts of GK Per are quite infrequent and our one per about 3 years. The lastoutburst in 2002 gave an opportunity to hek if the trends in the outburst properties,determined by �Simon (2002), still hold beause the ativity of dwarf novae is known toundergo large, rapid hanges.This analysis makes use of the visual data of GK Per, obtained from the databaseof AFOEV, (CDS, Strasbourg, Frane) and VSNET (Japan). The reason is that themonitoring of dwarf novae is almost entirely the domain of the assoiations of amateurobservers. The observations are mostly visual but they are very numerous and omefrom a large number of observers. The objetivity of the features in the light urves antherefore be assessed very well. Visual data, if treated arefully, an be very useful foranalysis of long-term ativity (e.g. Pery et al., 1985; Cannizzo & Mattei, 1992; Rihmanet al., 1994). Auray even better than 0.1 mag an be ahieved by averaging the data,whih is quite suÆient for analyses of these large-amplitude variable stars. In addition,modern methods for the data proessing enable a better evaluation of the importantinformation ontained in this kind of data.In order to smooth the light urve of GK Per, the observations were binned into one-daymeans. The resulting urve was then �tted by the ode HEC13, written by Dr. P. Harmaneand based on the method of Vondr�ak (1969 and 1977). This method an �t a smoothurve no matter what the ourse of the data is. After several trials the input parametersof the �t � = 10�1, the length of the bin �T = 5 days were found to satisfy the ourse ofthe data. These parameters were adjusted so that just the main ourse of the urve wasreprodued. The standard deviation of the residuals of the �t was 0.1 mv but it should bekept in mind that this value reprodues both the observational inauraies and the realutuations whih are observed during the outbursts of GK Per (e.g. Morales- Rueda etal., 1996).
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Figure 1. (a) The optial light urve of the 2002 outburst. The empty irles represent the one-daymeans while the solid urve denotes their �t by the ode HEC13. For omparison, the empty trianglesmark the �t to the template outburst used in �Simon (2002), shifted by 1107 days. (b) The O � Cdiagram for the outbursts over the interval following the dramati hange of the outburst behaviour.The position of the 2002 outburst is marked by the �lled irle. The solid and the dashed parabolaerepresent the �ts with and without the 2002 outburst. ( and d) Relation between the outburst lighturves in the optial and hard X-ray (1.5{12 keV) passbands. Two-day means of the ASM=RXTEdata, formed from the original daily means that had �q < 0:4 ount/se, are plotted. The larger errorbar denotes the typial �q of the daily means while the smaller one marks the standard deviation of thetwo-day means. The two-sided moving averages for Q = 6 days (dashed line), Q = 8 days (dot-dashedline) and Q = 10 days (solid line) are shown in d. The dashed vertial lines mark the moments of theonset and the maximum light of the outburst in the optial region.
The moment of the light maximum Tmax = JD 2452371�2 was determined by �ttinga polynomial to the upper part of the outburst light urve. The peak magnitude, mmax,was determined to be 10.4. In order to assess the pro�le of the urve with respet to theprevious events, a math of a template (the same as the one used in �Simon (2002); thepreeding outburst with the maximum in JD 2451280) was applied. Also the templatewas smoothed by HEC13 with the above-mentioned parameters. The result an be seen inFig. 1a.The relation of the 2002 outburst to the previous evolution of the reurrene timeTC an best be assessed from the O � C diagram. The method of the O � C residuals
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from some referene period (e.g. Vogt, 1980; �Simon, 2000) enables us to determine TCin a dwarf nova and to analyse its variations. This method is not sensitive to the exatlength of the referene period. The ephemeris, representative of the reent interval anddetermined by �Simon (2002), was used (Eq. 1). The position of the 2002 outburst in theO � C diagram is marked in Fig. 1b along with the quadrati �ts.Tmax = 2444 681 + 1030 E (1)
The 2002 outburst of GK Per was overed by the All Sky Monitor (ASM) onboard theRossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) satellite (http://xte.mit.edu/). Although thesignal was relatively weak, the main trends in the X-ray light urve ould be determinedwith ertainty by a areful �tting. The ASM=RXTE data over a large part of theoutburst (although partly a�eted by the interval of the seasonal invisibility) and so theygive us a rare opportunity to ompare the behaviour in the hard X-ray and optial regions.In order to lower the noise of the X-ray data, only daily means with the quoted unertainty,�q, smaller than 0.4 ount/se were used. Two-day means were then alulated. We notethat the rapid utuations in Fig. 1d are likely to be mainly aused by the observationalnoise. The data were therefore arefully smoothed. The two-sided moving averages werealulated for Q = 6, 8 and 10 days. Q refers to the semi-interval of days, within whih thedata were averaged. The resulting X-ray light urve is shown in Fig. 1d. The individual�ts to the ASM data are in good agreement. The optial light urve is shown on thesame sale for omparison (Fig. 1).This analysis of the 2002 outburst and its omparison with the previous dramatievolution of the ativity (�Simon, 2002) revealed that the outburst parameters stabilized.The very good agreement between the pro�le of the whole observed part of the 2002event and the template (even inluding the most variable rising branh) reets the largesimilarities in the proesses involved. Notie partiularly the rapid initial rise by about1.0 mv, followed by a signi�antly slower rise to the maximum. This an be interpretedin terms of the inside-out type of outburst (Smak, 1984; Hameury et al., 1998). In thisase, the heating front (HF) starts in the inner disk region, propagates outward and neednot reah the outer disk radius. Nevertheless, we note that the stabilization of mmax ofthe reent outbursts in GK Per suggests that the extent of the disk brought to the hotstate stabilized { most probably the outer radius of the disk was reahed by the HF. Theshape and slope of the rising branh are the most sensitive to the loation of the start ofthe HF. The almost idential pro�les then also suggest that the onset of the HF ourredin quite a similar disk region.The trend in the O � C urve ontinues (Fig. 1b). The �t with the 2002 event di�ersjust a little from that without it. TC is governed by the disk visous time sale for theinside-out type outbursts and therefore depends on the visosity parameter in quiesene�ool. It therefore appears that �ool appears to have remained almost the same for thereent several outbursts.The relation between the optial and X-ray light urve is ompliated in GK Per. Therise of the outburst in the X-ray region is very fast and oinides with the initial rapidrise in the optial passband. It displays a learly at pro�le later on although the optialux further inreases. The end of the outburst is a�eted by the onjuntion with theSun but the data are onsistent with the simultaneous �nish of the optial and X-rayoutburst. We emphasize that the relation between the start of the optial and X-rayoutburst is not trivial in GK Per. The relatively faint and short optial outburst in1978 was aompanied by the X-ray brightening, whose onset preeded the optial rise
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by about 40 days (King et al., 1979; Bianhini & Sabbadin, 1985). Indeed, the modelsby Kim et al. (1992) predit that a brightening in X-ray and UV an preede the optialoutbursts in GK Per by 80{120 days. Suh a preursor was de�nitely absent in the 2002event. The disordane between the optial and X-ray urves an imply a large hangeof the geometry of the aretion ow, e.g. bloking of hard X-rays by the thikened disk(Yi et al., 1992). Another alternative an be the radiation drag (Yi & Vishnia, 1994).We an onlude that the relation between the optial and X-ray ourse during the 2002outburst on�rms the stabilization of the ativity of GK Per beause it displays quitesimilar properties as in the two previous events in 1996 and 1999 (�Simon, 2002).
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